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The study of medicine and the Quran inspired the emergence of the first theoretical schools within the Islamic Empire of medicine. The teachings of medicine and the arts of healing were incorporated into Sufism, which at times replaced the message of the Prophet with the
message of Sufism [ 10 ]. He proclaimed, 'I have learned (completed) the Knowledge of Things That Are and of Things That Appear' [ 4, 12 ]. He studied the daily needs of human beings and taught them to be patient and to receive the knowledge that the Quran imparts to its

followers. The high esteem in which the Prophet was held by all of his followers and the numerous gifts of this religious leader for all people are apparent. Only the Prophet was able to deal with people and issues on their human scale. He offered his own body as a sacrifice for his
followers; the first and the greatest of all his gifts to the world. Therefore, one can only be grateful for the Prophet and his followers for all they have been able to do for mankind. The Prophet is the supreme legislator (decree-maker, legislator, judge, ruler) of this religion: 'God
only hath made trade lawful, which is good' [ 11 ]. In other words, the Prophet cannot be trusted to know anything about God or philosophy and therefore cannot make any claim to be a 'philosopher'. He stands on a level with the Quran, which is the absolute instruction for all

humans. Al Moghol may or may not have had his own final Quranic interpretation, but his portrait, inscribed in Arabic text that followed upon the lines of early Islamic grammatical derivation of the Quran, is undoubtedly the first. He was the governor of Kerman and Sistan from
653 to 658 CE, when the mihna (investigation) into the Quranic text was declared. His portrait, found on a gold-inlaid copper plate, is the only legal (masur) depiction of an Arabian author in early Islam. It bears the following inscription in Arabic on the right-hand top corner of the

portrait:
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